Lesson 11 A King, a Witch, a Devil
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Can't find an
answer?
Check your
Guide or
quarterly!
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PowerPoint
We worship God when we ignore
Satan’s lies and focus on His truth.

Down
Across
2. [Sunday's lesson] Write out the power 1. Now Saul can't inspire his ____ with courage for the battle,
he can't lead his men to look to God as their helper.
text in large ____ letters on a sheet of
paper. Cut out each word. Shuffle the 3. FTWTF - PowerPoint
4. Rather than turn to God in humility & repentance, Saul
words, than try to place them in the
made the choice to consult Satan. He has ____ himself
correct order. Do this several times,
from his only source of strength.
repeating the text out loud each time
6. Three ____ figures steal silently across the plain of
you get it in order.
Jezreel. Nearly midnight, the sentries don't see these men
5. "Why do you ask me to do this? Don't
sneak past the sleeping Philistine army.
you know that King Saul has ____ all
7. FTWTF - Power Text
the spirit mediums from Israel?"
8. The witch bakes ____ & prepares a 10. FTWTF - Title
meal. Finally, Saul eats.
9. "It's him!" Saul is desperate to believe
that he will get some answers. A cloudy
____ rises from the smoke of the fire.
11. The three men wrap their cloaks around
them & walk into the darkness. When
they pass the ____ camp, they hear
Power Text
their enemies making preparations.
”For the living know that they will die,
12. The ____ casts eerie shadows as they
but the dead know nothing ... never
climb the mountain ridge to the witch's
again will they have a part in anything
cave at Endor.
that happens under the sun.”
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